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Synopsis
The mechanism of flow slides initiation and motion is investigated. Results of the
investigation show that there is a threshold state demarcating sands that contract from those that
dilate. The possibility of specimens exhibiting either contractive or dilative behaviors seems to
depend on whether or not the threshold pore pressure is exceeded. Results also show that
whereas peak strengths are ranked as well graded > intermediately graded > narrowly graded >
gap graded, steady state strengths are ranked as narrowly graded > intermediately graded > well
graded > gap graded for specimens in medium and dense states.
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1.

Introduction

Planners and managers often desire information
about hazards on a site before they can approve
development. They also desire information about
disasters as a way of preventing reoccurrence.
Sustainable and efficient land use and development; and
minimizing loss of life and property from natural
disasters are the overriding reasons for this desire. One of
the most important pieces of information these planners
and managers want is geotechnical study related to the
stability or instability of the area, and other secondary
seismic hazards such as landslide, flow slide, lateral
spreading and settlement.
Effective tackling of landslides, debris flow and other
phenomena associated with slope failures requires
constant advances in, among other things, experimental
research and concepts. One area where such advances
are necessary is in the prediction of flow slide initiation
and mobility. The concepts of critical void ratio, steady
state of deformation, phase transformation, and
sliding-surface liquefaction have all shed important light
on the behavior and geotechnical significance of
materials associated with flow slides. The friction angle

at steady state (Iss㧕is the key parameter for predicting
the velocity and travel distance of landslides. Accurate
prediction or proper understanding of initiation and
mobility of flow slides would depend on the accuracy
and purity of data upon which predictions are based. The
measurement of the friction angle at steady state, for
instance, is often difficult and prone to serious errors.
Such difficulties and their attendant errors may hinder
accurate risk assessment of natural and artificial slopes.
This paper introduces a new method of gaining
knowledge of the friction angle at steady state of sands
and explains how such knowledge could be effectively
and economically gained. The new method is less prone
to error, convenient, effective, and economical.
2.

Method and material

2.1 Method
A newly-developed ring shear apparatus was used
to simulate the initiation and mobility of flow slides. The
apparatus is structured to eliminate some difficulties
commonly encountered while studying the mechanism
of landslide motion, and sufficiently equipped to allow
speed-, and stress- controlled tests; and the measurement
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2.2 Material
Industrial sand materials composed of sub-angular
to angular quartz and small amount of feldspar were
reconstituted to three uniformity coefficients – 3.3, 4.5,
9.0 and 17.5 – referred to as narrowly graded (NAG),
intermediately graded (ING), well graded (WG) and gap
graded (GAG).
To achieve the authors’ target, a threshold state will
have to be defined. The authors chose to define a
threshold state as that where pore pressure at failure is
equal to the shear resistance at failure such that pore
pressure parameter Arf = 1 where Arf = 'u/'W ҏ 'u ҏis
change in pore pressure at failure while 'W is change in
shear resistance at failureҏ. Soils with Arf = 1 will define
the boundary between soils that undergo purely
contractive behavior and those that undergo dilation, if
all the soils are under the same effective normal stress. A
soil that undergoes purely contractive behavior has no
phase transformation line, only failure line; its Arf should
be greater than unity. A soil that dilates has distinct
failure line and phase transformation line located at two
different points on the stress path; its Arf should be less
than unity. A soil at threshold state has both lines (failure
and transformation lines) located at the same point on the
stress path; its Arf is unity. The objective is to determine
this threshold state by carefully (starting from dense)
decreasing the relative density of soils held under the
same effective normal stress until loose state is attained.
3.

Analysis

3.1 The boundary between contraction and dilation
Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the ratio
'u/'W at failure and normal stress. It may be seen that the
specimens with 'u/'W = 1 forms a boundary between
purely contractive specimens whose 'u/'W >1, and
dilative specimens whose 'u/'W ҏ<1.

2
1.5
'u/'W at failure

of very large shear displacement. The target is to
determine the friction angle at a certain threshold state,
the friction angle at the phase transformation, and the
friction angle at the steady state of deformation using
sands of varying grading. The friction angles at all three
states would then be compared and assessed. The idea is
to understand the mechanism of flow slide initiation and
mobility and the factors that affect them by examining
the relationship between these friction angles and
grading.
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Fig. 1 The boundary between contraction and dilation
On the basis of presented evidence, a transition
route for the specimens is proposed in Fig. 2. Starting
from dense, Fig. 2a has a distinct peak failure and phase
transformation lines. A systematic decrease in density
will lead to a less dense specimen with the PT line and
peak failure line getting closer to each other for every
decrease in density as may be seen in Fig. 2 b. As density
keeps reducing a time should come when peak failure
line and PT will coincide; the specimen will experience
the least dilation possible at the given effective normal
stress as in Fig. 2c. The value of pore pressure (about 81
kPa) in Fig. 2c is known in this paper as threshold pore
pressure. Attempts to exceed the threshold pore pressure
should lead to collapse and flow behavior. Such soils will
have only Mohr Coulomb failure line because there will
be no phase transformation point. A direct transition
from dilative behavior to a purely contractive behavior (a
to c in Fig. 2) is thought to be incompatible with the
present concept.
3.2 Friction angles compared
The friction angles at threshold, phase
transformation, steady state, and peak are compared for
the sands investigated. Fig. 3(a) shows the relationship
between friction angle at phase transformation (PT) and
relative density. It may be seen from the figure that
although the friction angle at phase transformation (PT)
might be slightly affected by relative density, all data are
within 36.2q r 0.7q. Therefore, it can be approximated to
be a constant at around 36.2q in practical usage. Fig. 3(b)
shows the relationship between friction angle at
threshold state and relative density; where the values are
in the range of 36.1q r 0.4q. Fig. 3(c) is the relationship
between friction angles at steady state (SS) and relative
density. The values appear to be independent of both
grading and relative density. The range of values are
within 36.2q r 0.7q
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The relationship between friction angles at steady
state, phase transformation, threshold state and relative
density for all grading was analyzed. All values of the

three friction angles (I at PT, I at SS, I ҏat threshold) are
close to one another and exist within 36.2q r 0.7q.

Fig. 2. The proposed soil transition route from dense to loose state: (a, b, d) well-known stress paths (c) less-known
stress path
The number of tests for friction angle at the threshold
state might not be enough for any conclusive
interpretation. However, all plots fall in the distribution
of friction angles at steady state. This is probably because
grain crushing and the resulting change in grading do not
affect the friction angle, which in turn might be because
the minerals making up the samples are the same and
angularity remains almost the same although the sizes of
grains and grading might change. The friction angles at
phase transformation (before peak, where grain crushing
is at minimum) fall in the same range of the friction
angles at the threshold state and the steady state. This is
also because grain crushing and the resulting change in
grading have little or no effect on the angles. It can be
said that under no positive or negative pore water
generation state which may occur at the phase
transformation point before failure, at failure point in the
threshold state, at the steady state point (after failure)
where all grain crushing has been completed, the
mobilized friction angles are almost same even though

grading are different. Sassa (1988, 2000) proposed the
friction angle during motion (I m) as the friction angle
mobilized during motion of landslides. However, he did
not mention that this value remains constant. This
research shows that this friction angle during motion
remains constant from the initial stage of movement to
the steady state even though grain crushing and the
resulting change in grading are associated with the
movement. The stress paths of WG, ING, and NAG
specimens with various relative densities at a normal
stress range of 196 kPa to 204 kPa. It has been shown
that the friction angle at phase transformation state and
steady state are approximately equal with a value of
36.3q for WG. It has also been shown that the friction
angles are approximately equal with a value of 35.7q for
ING.Ҡҏ The friction angles are also approximately equal
with a value of 35.6q for NAG. This finding may
broaden the range of application of the friction angle
during motion. The finding that the value of friction
angle during motion is almost same with the friction
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transformation and threshold state.
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angle at the threshold state, and practically same with the
friction angle at phase transformation will provide a
significant merit in the prediction of landslide mobility
and hazard area because both friction angles at threshold
state and phase transformation can be obtained by the
conventional shear box test. Especially, the friction angle
at phase transformation can be obtained by a single test
by the shear box test; which will be a very convenient
process (Sassa 1988, 2000). One of the major outcomes
of the investigation undertaken to discover factors
initiating or triggering flow slides was the observation
that by carefully altering the relative density of a material
of any gradation at a given effective confining stress, that
material could become dilative or contractive in behavior.
Dilative specimens have distinct phase transformation
and peak stress states. Contractive specimens are defined
by only distinct failure state. However, in between these
two fundamental behaviors is a relative density at which
the phase transformation and peak stress states tend to
coincide with excess pore pressure and shear resistance
becoming equal at the phase transformation point and not
only remained equal but essentially constant until failure,
thus establishing a threshold state at a small shear
displacement. The equality and subsequent constancy of
excess pore pressure and shear resistance, which started
at shear displacements as small as 1.5 mm and continued
until the sample failed, are typical characteristics of
specimens that tend to form a transition region by
demarcating the contractive from the dilative behavior. It
is shown that under definite conditions of loading, a
threshold state, characterized by the equality and
subsequent constancy of pore pressure and resistance
from a few seconds after the commencement of shearing
until failure, develops in the sands at a given density. It is
revealed that not only do the sand samples characterized
by this state sustain the unity of the ratio 'u/'W from a
few seconds after the start of shearing until failure but
that their behavior unambiguously forms a boundary
between the contractive and dilative sands at a fixed
confining stress.
Any specimen so characterized
appeared to experience the least dilation possible at a
given confining stress such that at the phase
transformation line 'u/'W was unity.
The relationship between friction angle at peak and
relative density was critically examined. The friction
angles at peak for all grading increase with relative
density. This result is quite different from those obtained
with the friction angles at steady state, phase
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Fig. 3. Relationship between friction angle at phase
transformation, threshold state, and steady state and
relative density

It is interesting to note that while the friction angles
of all grading at steady state are nearly equal, the steady
state strengths are quite different (Fig. 4b). Results of the
tests conducted on medium-dense and dense specimens
are summarized in Fig. 4. The Figure, which contains
only data acquired at an initial effective normal stress of
about 200 kPa, shows that there are significant
differences between their peaks in medium and dense
states; the differences appear to widen as density
increases.
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state strengths of well-graded materials are lower than
those of the ING and NAG, the difference, again,
increasing with relative density (Igwe et al., 2005b)
From the view point of public safety, the better graded
soils in medium and dense states are more dangerous
after failure because of their potential for large
post-failure travel distances than the NAG, and ING
specimens. These results may aid engineers when they
make decisions on what soils to use for civil engineering
works; or scientists when they assess slope stability,
investigate landslides, or plan prevention methods (Igwe
et al., 2004a; 2004b; 2005a; 2007).
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Fig. 4 The relationship between relative density and
shear strength (a) peak strength (b) steady
This may imply that the effect of grading on their
peak strengths may be significant for only densities
above a certain limit. The proximity of peak strengths of
narrowly and intermediately graded specimens may find
explanation in the closeness of their uniformity
coefficients.
While the peak strengths of dense intermediately
graded specimens approach those of dense narrowly
graded ones, the well-graded specimens at the same state
move away. On the basis of the results presented in Fig.
4 (a) it is evident that at the same relative density and
effective normal stress, well-graded specimens have
higher peak shear strengths than the other specimens.
In what may amount to a reversal of behavior, well
graded specimens, which contain some quantity of
relatively large particle sizes, can be observed in Fig. 4b
to have lower steady state strength than the
intermediately and narrowly graded which are composed
of only finer sizes. Test results seem to indicate that the
degree of crushing or breakage is heavily dependent on
the size of particles of which the specimens are
composed (Marsal, 1967; Lee and Farhoomand, 1967;
Hardin, 1985; Lade and Yamamuro, 1996; Wang, 1998)
Analyses have shown that, at the same initial state,
well-graded sands have higher peak strengths than poorly
graded ones, the difference increasing as the sands
become denser. In an interesting reversal however, it has
been shown that in medium and dense states, the steady

3.3 This and other pore pressure parameters
The present research compares well with other
pore pressure parameters. The essence of determining the
values of pore pressure parameters is to quantify the
magnitude of excess pore pressure generated at a given
point in the subsoil by changes in stress. Notable pore
pressure parameters include, the B and A parameters
defined for triaxial tests (Skempton, 1954); and the BD
parameter and AD parameters defined for the direct shear
tests (Sassa, 1988). Of particular interest to the author are
the AD and A parameters.. Sassa (1988) had defined AD
value at failure (ADf) as equal to 'uf/'Wf which was
derived in the following way: 'uf = BD ('V + AD'W). If
the test conditions are BD = 1.0, 'V = 0, then ADf =
'uf/'Wf.. The questions then is how do soils with ADf = 1
behave and what are their geotechnical significance? The
present research has shown that such soils mark the
boundary between contraction and dilation.
Skempton had defined A as equal to
('u-'V3)/'V1-'V3). If 'V3 = 0 in triaxial tests under
constant confining pressure, the equation reduces to A
='u/'V1. While explaining parameter A determined
from undrained triaxial tests, Skempton (1954) had noted
that it was possible to associate certain effective stress
paths with certain values of the pore pressure parameter
A. Some of these stress paths and their A values are
shown in Fig. 5. It is noted from Fig. 5-1a that an
effective stress path characterized by a slope of 1:1 to the
right is associated with A = 0. A vertical stress path is
associated with A = 1/2. An effective stress path
characterized by a slope of 1:1 to the left is associated
with A = 1. Fig. 5-1 b shows that while stress paths to the
right and below that for A = 0 will have A values that are
negative, stress paths to the left and below that for A = 1
indicate A values greater than one. Skempton (1954)
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further hinted that a pore pressure parameter having a
value greater than one or less than 0 are not only unusual
but also deserved careful investigation. It has been
reported that a pore pressure parameter greater than one
is associated with loose structures (in either sand or clay)
which collapses during loading. Skempton (1954)
implies that soils navigating any stress path to the left
and below that for A = 1 may suffer collapse and flow
liquefaction, while those above the stress path for A = 1
should not suffer any collapse. This is the major
background of and the primary motivation for the
author’s research into the dominant factors initiating
collapse and flow slides. There does not seem to be any
previous work using the ring shear apparatus to
investigate the behavior of soils for which A = 1 and A !
1. Discovering the behavior of soils whose stress paths
are at a slope of 1:1, and associating those stress paths to
a critical state or condition will certainly mark an
important boundary that will benefit the prediction of soil
behavior.

Fig . 5 Special values of A (Skempton 1954)

4 Hypothesis
4.1 Background
Normally consolidated soils (Fig. 6 a, c) at same

confining stresses will follow stress paths in Fig. 6 (a)
and Fig. 6(c) respectively depending on the material state
of the samples. For these samples, the conditions at PT
line are such that a dilation potential index, Arf, (Arf =
'uf/'Wf) are  and = 1 respectively. The conditions
prevailing at Fig. 6 (c) are recognized in this paper as a
threshold state. If however, the soil is made in such a
way that ensures the stress path follows as in Fig. 6b, the
specimen may not go through the phase transformation
stage because its Arf would clearly be greater than one.
4.2 Significance of the hypothesis
The specimen may, instead, collapse and
liquefy. It may be beneficial to note that a dilative
specimen (Fig.6a) should have distinct phase
transformation and peak stress states while contractive
specimens (Fig. 6b) may be easily identified by just a
distinct failure state. In between these two fundamental
behaviors is a relative density at which the soil should
neither dilate nor contract (Fig.6c). The present theory
underlines the fact that the magnitude of excess pore
pressure from the outset of any undrained test determines
whether or not a given specimen will pass through the
phase transformation stage. The fate of specimens whose
excess pore pressures are not big enough to induce
outright liquefaction and avoid reaching the PT line,
depends on the ratio 'u/'Wat the phase transformation
point. If this ratio is unity, pore pressure and shear
resistance should remain the same until failure occurs,
meaning that the sample may experience the least
dilation possible at a given effective stress. The PT line
of such a specimen may be approximately equal to its
failure line because the state of stresses at the PT point
approximately coincides with those at failure. This
condition will define a critical or threshold situation. All
other stress paths above this critical should dilate, while
other stress paths below it should show contractive
behavior. To enhance comprehension, the pore pressure
at which this critical is observed will be called a
threshold pore pressure.
From the results of the present research, it is now known
that as useful and important as Casagrande’s (1936) and
Castro’s (1969) concepts are, they have failed not only to
address questions regarding the boundary between
contraction and dilation but also concerns regarding
effective criteria for distinguishing, in the field, between
flow-type liquefaction and non flow-type ones. Triaxial
compression may simulate compression in the soil mass
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but it cannot reproduce direct shear state and the
resulting formation of sliding surface which is a criterion
for landslides. In the practical problems of landslides,
post-failure behavior in large shear displacement is also
very important. Those can be investigated only by ring

shear tests. Undrained ring shear test were not possible
before the development of undrained dynamic loading
ring shear test by Sassa and his group (Sassa, 1996;
1997; and Sassa et al. 2003)

Fig. 6 The theory of threshold pore pressure

Although the drained triaxial tests of Casagrande did
lead to the discovery and subsequent adoption of the
critical void ratio concept as a useful tool in soil
mechanics, the stress path of a soil at critical void ratio in
undrained tests is still poorly understood. For the
avoidance of doubt, the critical void ratio concept
derived from drained tests, presupposes that, in
undrained condition, a given mass of sand denser than
the critical void ratio will first contract then dilate after
transforming at the PT state, while a given mass of sand
looser than the critical void ratio will exhibit a purely
contractive behavior without experiencing any form of
the dilation defined in this paper.
4.3 Characterizing soils by the new method
The concept further presupposes that a given mass

of sand at a critical void ratio should, on reaching the PT
state, neither dilate nor contract until failure occurs.
Castro (1969) while confirming the validity of these
suppositions failed to show that in undrained condition a
soil at critical void ratio on reaching the PT state would
neither dilate nor contract until failure took place. While
it was expected that the undrained behavior of sand at a
critical void ratio would conform to the supposition
arising from Casagrande’s drained test results, Castro’s
undrained tests yielded, instead, a different behavior –
limited liquefaction – which has become the subject of
much controversy and contention.
Castro’s legacy comes with serious implications,
chief of which is that if the void ratio of soils under same
effective normal stress is methodically altered, the
transition from dense to loose or from loose to dense
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would be such that the soils will either be characterized
with the presence of only a failure line or the presence of
a phase transformation line and a failure line located at
points that are bounded by mutually exclusive conditions.
In a layman’s words, it means that starting from dense
for instance, if the void ratio of soils held under same
effective normal stress is systematically reduced, the
transition from dense to loose will be in such a manner
that permits soils, which initially had their phase
transformation lines and failure lines located at two
different points, to suddenly end up with only a failure
line in loose state. Soil mechanics and geotechnical
engineering have carried this implication along their
many decades of crucial advances; there does not seem
to have been any previous attempt to make room for a
transition from dense to loose and vice versa that
recognizes the coincidence of the phase transformation
and the failure lines as a boundary between the
contractive and dilative responses of soils in undrained
condition.
It appears reasonable, from the results of the present
research, to think that if increasing density leads to
increasing difference between pore pressure and shear
resistance at the PT point, then, the converse will also be
true. A decrease in the density of a dilative specimen will
decrease the difference between pore pressure and shear
resistance at the PT point. As density is decreased further,
a time reaches when the pore pressure and shear
resistance at the PT point will have the same value; and
will remain the same until failure takes place. This
situation establishes a threshold state and unambiguously
defines a transition condition for all specimens under the
same effective normal stress. Specimens denser than
that for which a critical condition was defined would
dilate, while those looser than the critical would collapse
and show purely contractive behavior.

5 Conclusions
1. There is a threshold state, which forms a transition
region between sands that contract from those that dilate.
The threshold state is characterized by the unity of the
ratio 'u/'Wҏ at failure; and the ratio is independent of both
initial confining stress and grading of specimens. The
possibility of specimens exhibiting either contractive or
dilative behaviors seems to depend on whether or not the
threshold pore pressure is exceeded. When exceeded,

specimens tend to collapse and liquefy. When the
contrary is the case, specimens tend to dilate. The
threshold pore pressure may be expressed as uc =
(VtanI/(1+tanI)deduced from the relationship 'u = 'Wat
failure, where uc denotes the critical pore pressure,ҏ V
represents the total normal stress, and Iҏ stands for the
angle of internal friction.
2. Friction at phase transformation (PT) seems to be
independent of grading. Similarly, the friction angle at
the steady state (SS) appears to be independent of
grading.
3. All friction angles at phase transformation, threshold
state, and steady state are almost equal independent of
relative density.
Grain crushing will proceed after failure resulting in
change of grading during the process. However, it has
been found by this research that change of grading
during motion does not affect the friction angle during
motion which is equal to the friction angle at phase
transformation, threshold state and steady state.
4. The friction angle at steady state㧔Iss㧕is the key
parameter for predicting the velocity and travel distance
of landslides. The finding that the friction angle at steady
state is close to the friction angle of phase transformation
and threshold state will provide a significant merit in the
prediction of landslide mobility and hazard area because
the friction angles at phase transformation and threshold
state can be obtained by the conventional shear box test.
5. Well-graded specimens in medium-dense to dense
states have higher values of peak strength than the rest of
the specimens at the same condition, with the difference
appearing to increase with relative density. The values
are ranked as WG> ING>NAG>GAG. Better
interlocking of particles at contacts achieved by mixing a
wide range of particle sizes in the well-graded specimens
is thought to be responsible for the higher peak strength
values associated with the well-graded specimens.
6. The steady state strengths of specimens in medium to
dense states have greater values in proportion to the
relative densities. The values are affected by grading of
sands and ranked as NAG>ING>WG>GAG . It is noted
that whereas the steady state strengths are affected by
grading, the friction angle at steady state is not affected
by grading as stated in conclusion 8 below.
7. It is noted that widely graded specimens have greater
peak shear strengths than poorly graded specimens of
NG and ING. On the contrary, the steady state strengths
of well graded specimens are smaller than those of
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poorly graded specimens. It may be interpreted as fine
particles can exist within big pores of coarse particles in
well graded specimens. So the packing of grains in well
graded specimens is dense, it will increase difficulty of
overriding of grains in shearing. Accordingly the peak
shear resistance will be increased. Difficulty of
overriding is likely to result in greater possibility of grain
crushing during shearing. It may generate high excess
pore water pressure and result in lower steady state shear
strengths.
The post-peak behaviors of these samples are important
from the viewpoint of public safety. It is noted that
although well-graded samples have higher peak strengths,
their low steady-state strength may pose a serious safety
concern because of their potential for long travel
distances.
8. Gap graded specimens have the lowest peak and
steady state strengths. The coarse and very fine grains in
gap graded specimens may be packed in a way that
permits the overriding of grains readily. The coarser
grains are vulnerable to crushing, and as they crush or
break, the finer particles tends to fall within the pores of
coarse grains, making it denser but also resulting in a
smaller steady state value due to high pore water
pressure.
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ᵹേᕈߩ㜞ߔߴࠅߩࡔࠞ࠾࠭ࡓࠍ⸃ߔࠆߚߩၮ␆⊛⎇ⓥߣߒߡ㧘☸ᓘߩ⇣ߥࠆ  ⒳㘃ߩ⃯⍾ࠍᷙวߐߖࠆߎ
ߣߦࠃࠅ☸ᐲߩ⇣ߥࠆ  ⒳㘃ߩଏ⹜ࠍᚑߒ㧘ฦ⒳ߩ᧦ઙਅߢ࠻࡞ࠢᓮ㕖ឃ᳓ࡦࠣߖࠎᢿ⹜㛎ࠍታᣉߒߚޕߨ
ࠁࠆଏ⹜ߪᵹേൻߒ㧘ኒଏ⹜ߪ㜞ߖࠎᢿᒝᐲࠍ⊒ើߒߚߦ⚦ࠍࠇߎޕᬌ⸛ߒߚ⚿ᨐ㧘ߖࠎᢿ㐿ᆎᤨ߆
ࠄ⎕უᤨ߹ߢߩㆊ㑆㓗᳓ჇಽߣߖࠎᢿᔕജჇಽߩᲧ߇  ߦߥࠆ႐ว߇⥃⇇⁁ᘒߢࠆߎߣ㧘߮ߎߩ⥃⇇⁁ᘒߩ
᳓ᔕജჇಽᲧߩ୯ߪ㧘ု⋥ᔕജ㧘☸ᐲಽᏓߦࠃࠄߕ৻ቯߢࠆߎߣࠍߒߚߩߎޕ᳓ᔕജჇಽᲧߩ୯߇ 
ࠃࠅዊߐ߶ߤߖࠎᢿ⎕უᒝᐲߪᄢ߈ߊߥࠅ㧘 ࠃࠅᄢ߈ߊߥࠆ႐วߦߪᵹേᕈߔߴࠅ߇↢ߓࠆߎߣ߇ផቯߐࠇߚޕ
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Ᏹ⁁ᘒᒝᐲߪ㧘ဋ╬ଥᢙߩᄢ߈߽ߩ߶ߤዊߐߊߥࠆߎߣ߇ߐࠇߚߒ߆ߒޕ㧘ᄢ☸ᓘߩ⍾ߣዊ☸ᓘߩ⍾ࠍ⚵ߺวࠊ
ߖߚࠡࡖ࠶ࡊ㈩วߩ⍾ߪ㧘ࡇࠢᒝᐲ㧘ቯᏱ⁁ᘒᒝᐲߣ߽ᦨૐߩ୯ࠍ␜ߒߚޕቯᏱ⁁ᘒᒝᐲߪ㧘ߖࠎᢿਛߦ↢ߓࠆ☸ሶ
⎕⎈ߣߘࠇߦ߁Ⓧ❗ߩ⒟ᐲߦᡰ㈩ߐࠇߡࠆߣផቯߐࠇߚޕ
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